1. Introduction. The number g(k) is defined to be such that (a) every integer is a sum of g(k) &th powers ^ 0 ; (b) there is at least one integer which is not a sum of g(k) -1 ¿th powers = 0. It is well known that g(2) = 4, g(3) = 9, but the exact value of g(k) is not known when k ^ 4.
The number G(k) is defined to be such that every integer >C = C(k) is a sum of G(k) ¿th powers ^0. Hardy and Littlewoodf have proved that G(k) £(k-2)2*-2 + k + 5 + f», where ,-(* -2) log 2 -log * + log (* -2)"
-F log k -log (k -1) J
In this paper we obtain a similar bound for g(k) when k^6. We shaU prove the Theorem. Let L be a number >kk such that every integer ^L is a sum of s3 kth powers ^0. Let D= (d+ 2)(k -1) -2*H + 1/10, d = [log (k -l)/log 2]; 3 log k + log 20 -log (log L -k log k) E = s3 H-; log A -log ik -1) F = log 2(log A -log ik -l))-1; H = ik -2)2*~2 + A; g = 2 + 52 = 6 + f»; 2? = (1 + (1 -a)"-2)¿2*~2 -£>Ç. In this way we conclude that every integer >Cik, s, e) is a sum of 5 ßth powers ^0 when sTzgiik, e) (Theorem 46). Then, using a theorem proved by L. E. Dickson,* we show that every integer g Cik, s, e) is a sum of 5 ¿th powers = 0 when s*tg2ik, e) (Theorem 50). We choose e as a function of k so that giik, e(ß)) =g2{k, e(&)) and then g(k)ègiik,eik))=g2ik,eik)).
In Theorem 48 we give a general method for the determination of L and s3 and prove that st < 2* + {t)' + <®+ <$ + <?)' + H2k + 7) -9 when L = ik +1) k-kk>kk. It then follows from (1) that -«(*) lim k2* a*.
For particular values of k we may obtain better values of L and s3. For example, since 25-28 = 6400, 38 = 6561, 26-28 = 6656, every integer from 6400
to 6656 is a sum of 185 8th powers=0. Repeated application of Theorem 47 yields the result that every integer from 1 to 10713'7 is a sum of 279 8th powers = 0. With F = 10713-7, s3 = 279, we get g(8)g622. Again, since [25] [26] [27] [28] +9-38 = 65449, 48 = 65536, 10-38 = 65610, 26-28+9-38 = 65705, every integer from 65449 to 65705 is a sum of 120 8th powers = 0 and this gives Z, = 10'.92o,oooj 5a = 279, giS) =595. It is obvious that the larger we can make L for a given s3 the better will be the resulting bound for gik). In the table below we summarize the known results for gik) and Gik) when 6g¿ = 10. The first line gives the bounds for gik) obtained by algebraic methods separately for each k; the second gives the bounds obtained by the methods of this paper; the third gives the bounds for Gik) obtained by the HardyLi ttlewood method; and the fourth gives the lower bounds for gik).
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The numbers in the last line are probably the exact values of g(k). In order to prove g(10) = 1079, for example, it would be necessary to prove some inequality like G(10) ^700. On the basis of an unproved hypothesis, Hardy and Little wood (loc. cit.) have shown that G (10) would be g 21. It seems likely, then, that a far less drastic assumption would be sufficient to prove g(10) = 1079 and this assumption may be capable of proof.
The possibility of evaluating the constants of the Hardy-Littlewood analysis was suggested by Professor L. E. Dickson. The case of fifth powers was considered in the author's doctor's dissertation written under Professor Dickson's direction at the University of Chicago.
2. Notation. We shall use the following notation throughout the paper. op=2j«-ip ;
A(q)=Ak.t(q,j)=q-'22pS'pp~', where p ranges over all primitive çth roots of unity; Xp=22Í-o¿(P'); <z>(j,k,s,w)=22w9-xA(q);
f(x)=22T ***■ p(x) = r (l+a¿-15p(l+^-i(a(a+l) •
The letters A, a, b, B, c, C are numbered in the same way as the corresponding letters in paper L, while the letters G correspond to the C of paper G. 3. Preliminary theorems. We shall not repeat the proof of a known theorem if the constants involved are explicitly given in the original proof. Theorem 1.* For every ex >0 Tim) à A {Hi*, where
Theorem 2. (L, Theorem 112.) For £^2, «¿/log £ < x(Ö < «if/log £, where 8ai ^ log 2 o»á aä á 7 log 2.
Since
[u]-2fo/2] <"-2("/2-1) = 2 and the left side is an integer, it follows that
Let w = 2. For every prime /»g2» let/ denote the greatest integer such that />'£2« (i.e.,/= [log (2w)/log p]). We show first that
The first part of (4) follows at once since every p for which n <p á 2» divides (2«) ! but not « ! « !. Also, since the highest power of a prime p which divides x\ is WARING'S PROBLEM 399 by (3). This proves the second part of (4). Next, the left side of (4) has ir(2»)-7t(«) factors each>», and the right side has 7r(2«) factors each á 2».
Therefore iw{2n) -*(«)) log « < lQg((2j)) = log ( £(2W))= lQg 2ä" = 2« loS 2>
(5) t(2») -win) < 2(log 2)»/log n = aaw/log »; and x(2«) log (2») £ log((2*)) = log ( Ö -T^) = log(n 2) = log 2-= n log 2, x(2») è » log 2/log (2«) = « log 2/(log » + log 2)
è » log 2/(2 log «) = at w/log ».
From (6) when ?^4
When 2g£^4 we have *(f) ^ 1 -((log 2)/4)(4/log 2) ê (dog 2)/4)({/log {). ■ Hence for aU £^2, x(f) > «if/log {, where 8ai è 8 min (a6, (log 2)/4) = 2a< = log 2. This proves the first inequaüty of the theorem. Now, since ij = 2+2(V2-l)<2+2[»//2] it follows from (5) When 17^8 that
< 2 + a, [,/2] ./log [n/2] < 2 4-a*,/(2 log (,/2 -1)) = 2 + W(2(log (* -2) -log 2)) = 2 + («, log V(2(log (q -2) -log 2)))(n/log i,) g (log 8/4)(8/log 8) + (a3 log 8/(2(log 6 -log 2)))("/log ") S ((log 8/4) + («, log 8/(2 log 3)))(if/log nh License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 400 R. D. JAMES [April When 2 ^ 77 = 8 we have it(v) -it(V/2) ^ 2 = (log 8)2/log 8 g (log 8)7j/log vTherefore for all y ^2 it(i}) -it(r¡/2) ^ ai Vlog V where a7 = max ((log 8/4) + (a3 log 8/(2 log 3)), log 8) =log 8. Then it(r¡) log 7j -it(v/2) log (v/2) = iitiv) -itiv/2)) log r» + TÍv/2) log 2 < a7(log vhAog r, + ^(log 2)/2 = (a7 + (log 2)/2)ri = asV.
For £ = 2 we have
that is, t(Í) < «2?/ log £, where a2 = 2a8 = 2(a7+(log 2)/2) = 2 (log 8 +(log 2)/2) = 7 log 2. is at most A2mn where A2=A}~2 and e2 is given by e,(2) = 0; ei(*) = (* -l)«i + e2(¿/2) + HÍk/2 + 1), k even à 4; e2(3) = 2éi; «,(*) = (A -l)ei + 2«i((É + l)/2), kodd^S.
* E. Landau, Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen, §22.
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WARING'S PROBLEM 401 (i) Let k = 2. Then hx=v has at most l=A\-2m°=A2mn{2) solutions, (ii) Let k = 3. Then hxh2=v has at most Tiv) solutions since hx must divide v.
By Theorem 1, Tiv) ^ AxV ^ 418-2*»2* = 42»»'j(3) since v = hxh2^m2. (iii) Let ¿ be even^4 and assume that the theorem is true for all integers<£. In equation (7) write (9) hxh2 ■ ■ ■ A(i_2)/2 = vx,
There are at most ^*/2-2w«.(*/2) solutions of (9) and at most A*/2+i-2w«.(*/2+D solutions of (10). The equation v = VxV2 has at most Tiv) solutions. Hence the number of solutions of (7) iŝ
(iv) Let ¿ be odd = 5 and assume that the theorem is true for aU integers <k.
As in the proof of (iii) with
the number of solutions of (7) is
(i) Let k = 2 and hence d = 0. Then by Theorem 5 e,(2) -0 -Hd + 2)ik -1) -2"+%.
(ii) Let k>2 and hence d>0. We have 2d+l ^k^2d+1. Assume that Consider the function y = ib + log a;)*-«', y' = (1 -£3(6 + log a:))«-1-'«, y" --(«.+ «3(1 + e,)(i + log x))x~2-".
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We have y' = 0 when x=oo or i»+log x = l/e3. The second value gives a maximum. Hence Remark. This theorem shows that the terms of the series Xp =X)<-o^ (/»') are all zero after a certain one. Also, since everything on the right side of (13) is positive or zero it follows that Xp^O-If p\2kn we have 7 = 1, ß=a = 0, to = l and thus Xp = 1+Á (p). For*è5,
Hence s^4& implies s^r+1
and from the Corollary to Theorem 9 we get N(P, w)=P-'-1. By Theorem 8 either Xp=í'1_*A(P, n) (0 = 0) or x* pi-.NiP, 0) 05 >0). In both cases it follows that where log c1& = (k-l) log k+a2(k-2)k2k^k~^/(2k).
When (qx, qi) = 1 we have SPlP,=SPlSp, (L, Theorem 281). Therefore
where Iii contains those p^ for which p, \k and Piúc3z, II2 contains those for which /»4& and pi^c3S, and II3 contains those for which pi>c3S. By the proof of Theorem 14 we have ILI TPi\ < n * á **"*; pá* n«irMi = n i-i; P>C|S ILI r" | s II kp°-u2, pS<*8 log IT2 < 22 log k = t(c8») log £ < a2c38 log ¿/log c38 (Theorem 2) pacas = a2(k -2)P*''<*-2>/(2¿).
Hence when q > I log |T,| -log Iii + logIL + log IL < ik -1) log k + a2ik -2)¿2*/(*-i>/(2¿) = log ext.
If £7 = 1 then |rp| = l<ci6. We use Theorem 15: If p I n it follows from Theorem 12 that
[April (ii) Let^j (2/%). Then since />J«wehave/3 = Oand¿0=max (1,7) = ¿.By (12) x, -1 = 12 A (P') = Eí'= S (2*)'
Theorem 21 Corollary. // p is a prime then , pt-p*~i ifp'\m, If p\n Theorem 20 gives Upl| < b23p1'2-"2 < bnp^-'l2.
Hence we may assume p | » and since pk\n we have 0 = 0, l^cr^Ä -1.
(i) Let p\(2k). Then 7 = 1, 4=max (<r+l, l)=<r+l and
Also, by Theorem 11, Sp=p'~1 since 2^í^cr+l^¿ and then from the Corollary to Theorem 21 we obtain
-p'-1 when ^í~1| n, p'\n, that is, when / = V+ 1, 0 when p'~1\n, which does not occur.
Therefore from (15), (16), and Theorem 18 we get
(ii) Let p\i2k). Then ¿0 = max (er+1,7) = £ and
Theorem 23 
Vx^D+ 2*-3when k ^ 7, so that from (2) (18) ik -2)2*-2 + k + 2^s <4(k-2)2*~2 + 4*.
As we shaU see later our final choice of r¡x satisfies the conditions (17). It follows from the second part of (18) that
We may then choose 0 = 6(k, s, e) so that
The purpose of this section is to find an approximation for f I H*) --22 */(*) JC \ ",p \dx\ taken around the unit circle | x | = 1. We divide the circumference into subarcs in the following manner. On the circle we take the points p = e2**'« which correspond to the Farey fractions * with denominators q ^ »1-°. The mediants between two neighboring Farey fractions form the end points of our subarcs. It is known that if x is any point of an arc which contains the point p then
* For the definition and properties of Farey fractions see L, pp. 98-100.
where -yi ^ y =■ y»,
The arcs for which «0<c7 = »1_0 are called »»'»or arcs and are denoted by m; those for which l^ç^w are called major arcs and denoted by M. Each major arc is further divided into two sub-arcs denoted by Mi when \y | g \/i2<fnl-)a), and by U2 when |y | >l/(2c/w1-9°). Also, 
Also, log 3>(» -1) = log r(/3 + v) -log ((* -1) !) -ß log iv -1)
Hu + log r(/3 + 1) -ß log (s -1) Therefore
= ß + ß log iv -1) + log r03 + 1) -ß log (v -1) = /s + iogr03+ l).
*(t»-1) = eT(^+ 1) =7203).
From (22), (23), and (24) we get
Corollary. For ß>0 andj an integer ^ 1,
where 73 = (l+7(l))-1 = (l + 12e)-1.
Since T(ß+2+j) = (ß+l+j) T(ß+l+j) it follows that T(ß+2+j)/jl >y»f+1 if r(j8+l +/)//!>y3jß.
Hence we may assume 0</3ál. < 4/feU3cj«'(»it-1g-1 + mk~x + q).
Combining this result with (25) we obtain \S\K < Ci6m"(mK-1 + mK-k-^klA3q-(mk-lq-1 + w*"1 + q)) 4klCiiA3m"q"imK-1 + mKq~l + mK~l + m*-kq) < 8klCiiA3m**q«imK-1 + mKq~l + mK~kq).
We choose e3 = ei/(10£) so that e2+£e3 = Z?ei. From Theorem 33 we get f \fa'ix)\2\dx\ < 2Go2'q-2'" \ y-*"dy
The exponent of ? is <-2 since 0<(2sa-2)/(2sa-l) by (19). Also, for each ç7 there are at most q arcs. Hence i; f \fa-ix)\2\dx\
In the exponent of « we have (2sa -l)da > ((2s -k)/k2)((2s -2K)/(2s -K)) (by (21))
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use S Gi(2n')"q"((2na)K-1 + (2n")Kq-i + (2n")K-kq) g G4(2«»)M»(1~<,),,(2*-1 + 2K + 2K-k)n^~' (»« < q g n1"« onm) < 2K+lGi(n°)K-l+D« («, + (A -l)e, < «2 + ke3 = £»«0 ;
(27) \T(j)\ < 2i+*GiAn°-°*+°AD«.
Also, 11 -x/p| = 11 -e2"»| = |e"" -e-***| = 2| sin iry | á 2x|y| < 2r/(qn1-').
Therefore from (26) The exponent of « equals 2sa-1 -((2s -4)(1 -Dti)aA -1 -2«) + c, II -x/pi| = le"»1 -e-"'"1! = 2 sin7r| yi| ^ 2tt| yi| < 2irgr2 < 2ir»2<"-2.
Then from (34) and (35) By Theorem 39 I \fix)\2\dx\ <2G2ln2"-2'<-l-aD'^Aq-2'A f y-*'Ady
Since the exponent of g is > -2 by (21) where Gi = 2(Gio+Gii+Gu+Ga+Gti).
The summation extends over all p for which 1 ^qg,n". There are~12T-i<p(q) terms in the sum. Also, by Theorem 16,
6. The third and fourth Hardy-Littlewood theorems. In this section we again follow paper L in the proof of the third and fourth Hardy-Littlewood theorems which are here Theorems 43 and 45, respectively. In the summation 22í/i<i¿t \ffo(j) |2 there are H(!;)-H(£/2) terms in which rk,,(j) =0. For these terms
(by Theorem 25 and the Corollary to Theorem 29)
= W2"-2 > CxoS/2)2'*-2 = 6-io6£2"-2.
In the remaining terms | a0(j) \2 = 0. From (37) we get (H(Í) -H(C/2))cxo¿2'°-2 < 22 10-0(7) 12 < A à1'"-1'* - (ii) Let s2>2 and assume that the theorem is true for s2-1, i.e., Since (A+l)*-A*>£A*-1>2A*-1>2(ra/2)<,<*-1> = 2a»1-'I>z, we have A*< A*+z<(A+l)*.
This shows that to distinct pairs of values A, z of (42) correspond distinct integers (41). For suppose hi +Zi = A2* +z2. Then hf < hf + zi = hi +z2< ihi + 1)*, h2k < hi + z2 = Af + z, < (ht + 1)* is impossible unless Ai = A2 and then Zi = z2. Moreover, each of the integers (41) is >0 and < (A + l)* <». Therefore L,t(n) is at least equal to the number of pairs of values of A, z of (42). Since («/2)a<A<«° -1 by (42), the number of values A takes is
when «>(3'21+°/(2° -l))* = ciio-The number of values z takes is F.,_i([«1-'1]). Hence from (40) Let » be an integer for which (43) is not solvable and write » = »!+«•. Then, since there are/,,,(») integers «2^» for which 22i-?+iW = »2, ¿ièO, is solvable, there must be ¿,,(») integers »i=»-»2:S« for Which (44) ¿ ht = »i, ht = 0, i=i is not solvable. For if (44) were solvable for one of the £,,(«) integers «i, then (43) would be solvable for » contrary to our assumption. By Theorem 43 the number of positive integers ^» for which (44) is not solvable is <C66»1-XHence L,,(n) < Cee«1-'1.
By Theorem 44, when «>max (ci08, Cxxo)
Therefore wx_(i_2a)(1_a).,-«_(i_a).,-S,1
It follows that (43) is always solvable when » > max (c10t, cxxo, (Coo/Bio)"2*-*).
7. The solution of (43) 5'<2'+(t)"+2(t)*+2(t)*+2(t)*+ -9.
Consider any integer « such that 0<» = 2*+1 -2. If n = 2k -1 it is obviously the sum of 2* -1 Ath powers, 0 or 1. If 2*^«g2*+1 -2 we write » = 2*+a;, 0^a; = 2* -2, and again « is a sum of 2k -1 ¿th powers since x is a sum of 2k -2 Ath powers, 0 or 1. Hence every integer in the interval 0 < « ^ 2k+1 -2 = Ai is a sum of 2* -1 =Wi Ath powers =0. Since 2*-l*<Ai<3* -2*, it follows from Theorem 47 with m = 1 that every integer in the interval 0<» = Ai+2* is a sum of »ii+1 Ath powers =0. We repeat this step m2 times so that every integer in the interval 0<»^Ai+m22* is a sum of mi+rrii Mh powers ¡ä0, where (46) Ai + im2 -1)2* = 3* -2* < Ai + m22k.
We now apply Theorem 47 m3 times with m = 2 and conclude that every integer in the interval 0<n^hi+m22k+m33k is a sum of mi+m2+m3 Ath powers ^ 0, where (47) Ai + m22k + im3 -1)3* = 4* -3* < Ax + w22* + m"3*.
In general every integer » such that t 0 < « ^ Ai + 12 mjk J-2 is a sum of 22Li«i¿ Ath powers = 0, where = ik/ik -1))'* log F -*((*/(* -1))*' -1) log k > ik/ik -l))"<(logZ, -A log k).
This expression is ^ log C when log log C -log (log L -k log A) i4 = ~ log A -log ik -1) 8. Evaluation of the constants. We first prove three lemmas. Consider the function y = x(2* -1)-*, y' = (2* -1 -*2* log 2)(2* -1)~2.
We have y'^0 when x = 0. Hence y attains its maximum value when x = 0. That is, max y = 1/log 2 and the desired result follows.
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Then iii = 2*<"-i) n pki2k~i), sâpShs log Iii = HU -1) log 2 + H2k -l)0(iu) -*(2* -1) log 2 < 2k2 log 2 + *(2* -1) (-cbu + 3 log2 oi8 + 8 log ô« + 5 J (Theorem 3) = 2k2 log 2 + *(2* -1) (-cil + *»),/toHB + 3(2/(5 -5))2 log2 (1 + k') + 8(2/(5 -5)) log (1 + *•) + 5^ 2k* log 2 + ki2k -1) (-e22i»*k2*i13 + 3(2/65)2 log2 (2*M) + 8(2/65) log (2F°) + 5 j (since 5 è 70 by (2)) < 2k*-log 3 (/fee 6).
Therefore log (I/Ô4) = log nx + logIT2 < 2*6 -log 3 + log 3 = 2Ä«. log A, = log il/itte1-")) < log (1/É3) = log (IOAijO since 10Ae3 = €i.
ids) log Cis = ik -2) log Ai + K log 4 (Theorem6).
(G3) log G3 = log A i + log (4¿ -4) (Theorem 28).
logG4 < ik -2) log Ai + log t,! + K log 4 + (A + 2) log A -¿ + 1 + log 80 (Theorem 30).
Proof:
log G4 = log (8¿ ! CisA,) = log 8 + log (k I) + log C16 + log A 3 < log 8 + ik + 1) log k -k + 1 + ik -2) log^i + # log 4 + log ?7i + log 10¿ (Lemma 3). id) Gb < 3ci6 (Theorem 31).
(G7) G7 < cu (Theorem 32).
(G8) G8 < cíe (Theorem 32).
(G¡>) G9 = max (G6, G7 + G8) < 3ci6 (Theorem 33). ido) Gio < 3-22'a+k-H}\' (Theorem 34).
Proof: We have 2sa-1 -(2sa -1)0 2so -1 + 2K2
(by (19)) <3K (by (2)).
(Gi,) G13 < 15G4-* (Theorem 35).
Gi" = (2tt + 1)21+^G^ è i2it + 1)233/«2G4'Í < 1504^.
(Gi&) logGií < ((2s -4)(¿ -3/2)A + 1) log Ai (Theorem 36).
1934} WARING'S PROBLEM 439 logG24 < 2s logGis + (2s + 2) log 2 < 2sA logG4 + 2s log 25 + (2s + 2) log 2 = 2i(A -2)A log^i + 2s.4(logiji + Alog4 + (k + 2) log k -k + 1 + log 80) + (2s + 2) log 2 + 2s log 25 2 log ru 2Xlog4
2/fe -2 _ 2 log 80 (2s + 2) log 2 2 log 25> log A i log A i s A log A i A log A i
As before the coefficient of s A log Ai is <1 and thus logGu < 2s(A -2)A log Ai + sA log Ai.
(Gn) logGjs < 2sik -3/2)A log Ai (Theorem 38).
Also log d < log cu + log 3 = ik -1) log A + a2ik -2)¿2*/<*-2Y(2¿) + log 3 < (A -1) log k + 7(log 2)¿3/3 + log 3 < (A -2)A log At (vi = 2A)
< .4 log G4 < logGig. Therefore log G26 < (2s + 2) log 2 + (2s -2) log Gs + 2 log G18 < (2i + 2) log 2 + 2s log Gi8 < 2s(A -3/2) A \ogAx as in (Gu).
(Gn) Gti < 25G4A (Theorem 39).
Proof: G3i = (2tt + l)2i+"+(«>+a.,MGi. ¿ (27r + i)2«/»*G/ < 25G4A.
(G36) logG36 < 2s(k -3/2)A log Ai (Theorem 40). 
Hence G,6 < 22'A+1+2*-1GÎÎ, log G36 < 25 log G3i + (254 + 2k) log 2 < 254 log G i + 2s logGüs + (254 + 2k) log 2 < 2s(k -3/2)A \ogAx, as in (G24).
(GO log Gi < ((25 -4)(k -3/2)4 + 1) log 4i + log 10 (Theorem 41).
Proof : Consider first Gi». We have log do < 25 log Go + (2sa + k -1) log 2 + log 3 < 254 logG4 + (25a + k -1) log 2 + log 3 by the proof for (/J^), and then as before logGio < 25(£ -3/2)4 log4i.
Also, (25 -4)(k -3/2)4 + 1 = 2s(k -3/2)4 + 1 -44 (¿ -3/2) > 2s(k -3/2)A.
Hence Gi = 2(Gio + Gis + G24 + G26 + G3i) g 10 max (Gio, G«, G24, G2s, G3i), logGx < ((2s -4)(k -3/2)4 + 1) log 4t + log 10. (44) log 44 < ((25 -4)(k -3/2)A + 1) log 4i + log 22 (Theorem 41).
Proof: 44 = 2Gi + 2(rJ'(l + a)/r2(5a))(5a/(5a -l))2(25a/(25a-l))2c2V2""-2r2(5a) < 2Gi + 8e2"-2c2' < 2Gi + 8e2"-2(Gi8/3)2' (by (G26)) < 2(Gi + G2|) < 2(Gi + G«) ^ 2(10 max (do, • • • , G») + G2i) < 22max(Gio, • • ■ , G86), log 44 < ((25 -4)(k -3/2)4 + 1) log Ax + log 22.
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(C104) do« = (r2»(l + a)/r2isa))bíyt2 (Theorem 43).
icios) ¿ios = cio422-2*° (Theorem 43).
(C«8) log C68 = log A i + log (1/iioi) (Theorem 43).
(C6.) log Cee < ((2s -4)(A -1)A + 1) log At (Theorem 43).
log Cee = log C68 + log 3 = log 44 + log (l/ci06) + log 3 < ((2s -4)(* -3/2)A + 1) log-Ai + (2sa -2) log 2 + 2 log r(sa) -2s log r(l + a) + 2 log (I/Ô4) + 2 log (I/7.) + log 66 2) log 2 < ((2s -4)(A -3/2)A + 1) log At + is-2) A log A (i2sa A(T= (s -2)A log4x + + + 2s log 2 2 log Visa) is -2)A log A1 (s -2)4 log A1 2 log (1 + 12e) log 66 + ;)■ (s-2)4 log 41 is-2)4 log At
As before each of the terms of the coefficient of (s -2)4 log 4i is < 1/6 when r/i>2A+5. Since »7i > 17 = 2k + 5 when k = 6, »71 > 33 > 19 = 2k + 5 when k = 7, Vi > 2*-3 > 2k + 5 when jfe ^ 8, we have log Cee < ((2s -4)(A -3/2)4 + 1) log At + (s -2)4 log Ax. ictoo) ctoo = 2-2"-1 (Theorem 44).
(cud) cno = 3*-2*+1(2" -l)"* (Theorem 44).
(cm) cm = 2-1-a(2° -1) (Theorem 44).
iCn) log (I/C71) -(A -1) log At + log (1/cio.) (Theorem 44).
(Bt9) log il/Bu) < (2s -4)4 log 4i + (¿fe -1) log 4i (Theorem 44).
log il/Bto) = (s -2) log (2/ciu) + log (1/Cn) = ik -1) log At + is -2) log (22+V(2° -1)) + (2a + 1) log 2 = ik-l)log4i+(2i-4)4 1og4ir js -2) log (22+°/(2° -1)) (2s -4)4 log4i + (2a + 1) log 2 (2s -4)4 log 4
•> As before the coefficient of i2s-4)A log Ax is <1 and thus log (1/5«) < (25 -4)4 log 4i + ik -1) log Ax.
(C) logC < 20¿32* (Theorem 46).
log C = ¿2*-2(log Coo + log il/Bxo)) < k2k-2H2s -4)kA + k) log Ax < 9k2k~2ii2s -4)kA + *)«i2* (by (4U)) < 20¿32" (by (2) and (17)). 50 è 53 + (log log C -log (log L -k log *))(log ¿ -log ik -l))-1 = 53 + (3 log k + log 20 + 771 log 2 -log (log£ -k log k)) X (log i -log ik -l))-1 (by(C)), (51) 5o 3; fr,i + E.
The right members of (50) and (51) -(3 log k + log 20 -log (log/. -k log ¿))(log k -log (k -I))-1 > (k -2)2*-2 + k + 6 + f* -2* -(©MIMIMl)*^-') -(3 log ¿ + log 20 -log (log!, -k log ¿))(log k -log (k -l))"1 = (k -6)2*-2 + k + 6 + f* -(3 log ¿ + log 20 -log (logZ -k log ¿))(log k -log (*-!))-»; and F = log 2(log k -log (¿ -l))-1.
Hence (H+Q-E)F~1 -2k~3 is an increasing function of k which is positive when k = 7 so that (ff + Ç -E)^-1 -2*-3 = 0 for all k = 7. Then from (53) Vx-D^ 2*-3 for all k^7. When ^ = 6 direct substitution in (52) yields 171 > 17.
To obtain the values of g(k) which are given in the introduction we require the following:
